Loading of plasmid DNA into PLGA microparticles using TROMS (Total Recirculation One-Machine System): evaluation of its integrity and controlled release properties.
Loading plasmid DNA into poly(ester) microparticles usually involves the formation of a multiple emulsion, using homogenisation techniques such as sonication or Ultra-Turrax. These procedures may negatively affect the integrity of the macromolecule and consequently its activity. The aim of this study was to prepare and evaluate DNA-loaded microparticles by TROMS (Total Recirculation One-Machine System), a new procedure that is based on the formation of a multiple emulsion by the injection of the phases under a turbulent regime. Microparticles were prepared with either Resomer) RG 502 (MP 502) or RG 756 (MP 756) and DNA loading was quantified fluorimetrically. DNA loading in MP 756 was almost twice as high as in MP 502 (510 vs. 285 ng/mg, respectively). Under both formulations, the loaded plasmid was released while maintaining its integrity for at least 24 days (MP 502) and 40 days (MP 756). Finally, the transfection efficiency was studied after injection of the microparticles (MP 502) into rat skeletal muscle and compared with naked DNA injection. Injection of naked DNA (150 microg DNA per muscle) achieved higher but variable expression levels that decreased after 3 weeks. In contrast, the muscles injected with microparticles (6.8 microg DNA per muscle) showed lower but homogeneous expression values, which were maintained for at least 3 weeks.